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Abstract 
The effect of the way of applying inclined external force pressing the bodies of translational friction pair with flat contact surface 
is analyzed based on theoretical and experimental research of the external friction processes. The relationship between the 
inclined external force and the contact stress considering external zone of the friction pair is analyzed. The conditions when it is 
necessary to consider the influence of external zone of friction pair, are determined. The reduced coefficient of friction based on 
the relationship between coefficient of sliding friction and the function of additional resistance to the relative displacement of the 
bodies of the friction pair is researched. It is shown that this resistance is caused by the external zone. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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It is developed and it is developing different laws (models) of friction based on the characteristics of these 
processes respectively to the other processes of friction with flat contact surface during analysis processes of friction 
with different conditions of external friction: the friction of solids; the friction of solid and elastic body; the friction 
of solid and plastically deformable body [1-4]. Then on the bases of assumptions and experimental research it is 
generalized the laws (models) of friction for solving of certain class of tasks and it is received specific laws (models) 
of friction in the mechanics of solids, in the mechanics of plastically deformable bodies and so on. The universalism 
of the mathematical equations that describe different tasks of mechanics of processes of external friction defines that 
the main laws of interaction of forces acting on contact surface of bodies in the different states of matter are 
common. This law may be determined by using the general assumptions and general methods of solving of different 
tasks of external friction first of all tasks of external friction (static friction and sliding friction) of solids with flat 
horizontal contact surface. 
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In this paper the question of friction forces is considered in accordance with the documentation [5] and its 
principles based on the papers [6,7]. In accordance with these papers the friction force ( )1 2
iT   acting between bodies 1 
and 2 is an internal force of the system of bodies 1-2†. 
The components of this force acting on the contact surface of the bodies 1 and 2 at the same point in space are the 
forces of friction 21 12T T   with the different directions and with the equal magnitudes. These forces act on the 
different bodies and these forces are the external forces for these bodies. The interaction of the external friction 
force ant its components with the external forces acting on the bodies of friction pair is defined by the Newton’s 
laws at the law of conservation of energy. 
Let us consider (fig.1) the process of external friction of solids‡ consisting of two bodies 1 and 2 with flat horizontal 
contact surface. These bodies are pressed to each other by the inclined external force 1P  applied in the center of the 
body 1 located in the fixed frame (body) 2. In accordance with Newton’s third law the effect of the force 1P  on the 
body 1 is balanced by the force 12P  applied to the body 1 from the side of contact surface of the body 2 
 
 
Fig. 1. The function of the distribution of the load on the contact surfaces of the friction pair during action of static friction forces 
(ɚ): scheme for calculation during symmetric loading of the contact surface; (b), (c): pressure and stress distribution on the «free» surface of the 
body 1 of the friction pair 
12 1P P{  .  (1) 
This condition is fulfilled during static balancing of the body 1 when on the contact surface of the friction pair 
acting the static friction forces and when sliding of the body 1 with the forces of sliding friction act on the contact 
surface of the friction pair. 
In the general case the force applied to the body 1 from the side of the body which is not shown on the fig. 1 acts 
in the form of distributed load 1( )q s  on the contact surface ( 1PS ) of these bodies 
1 11
( )SPP q s ds ³ .  (2) 
 
 
† The internal force which defines the stresses inside a body and balance the effect of the external forces applied to the body contains 
superscript (i). The external force applied to the surface of the body does not contain superscript. The subscript near the symbol of force defines 
the number of a body to which this force is applied. If subscript near the symbol of force consists of two digits then: the first digit defines the 
body to which this force is applied; the second defines the body from the side of which this force is applied. If subscript near the symbol of force 
consists of two digits with dash then the subscript defines the bodies between which this force acts. 
‡ Here and hereinafter the solid is a body with internal stresses far less than the elastic modulus of the body produced by the external forces 
applied to the body. 
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For the friction pair with 1b   the force 1P  is a result of action of distributed load 1 1 1( ) ( )q x q s q   on the area 
with length 
1 1 1P A B
l x x   and it is defined by the equation 
1 1 1 11 11
( ) P PlPP q x bdx q bl q l   ³ .  (3) 
Let us suppose (fig. 1) that external load 1( )q x  act on the body 1 with angle D  to the normal to the horizontal 
surface of the body 1, that is with angle D  to the normal at each point i  to the surface§ of the body 1 between 
points 1A  and 1B  located symmetrically respectively to the axis OY  in the XOY  coordinate system. In this case 
the force 1P  is applied to the body 1 in the center of curve with length 1Pl  at the point K  ( 0,Kx   1Ky h )
** and 
the force 1P  is directed at an angle D  to the axis OY . 
The condition when the body 1 is motionless ( 1 0v  ) respectively to the body 2 ( 2 0v  ) at any magnitude of the 
concentrated force†† 1P  applied at an angle D  with the line of action passing through the middle of the contact 
surface is the self-jamming of the body 1 of friction pair [3] 
0 D Td  ,  (4) 
where ( )arctg fT   – the angle of friction with coefficient of sliding friction f . 
Let us select the region with area 0s' o  (fig. 1, b) on the surface 1PS bl  in the location of the point i  the 
position of which is defined by the coordinates ( 1, ,x y h z ). The value 
1 1
1 1 0
( , , )
( , , ) lim s
P x y h zp x y h z
s'
'
'o
 
  , (5) 
defines the pressure of the external force 1P  at the each point of the external surface of the body as vector quantity 
because the normal to the point of the surface of the solid is a normal to the surface of the body at this point. If 
1y h  then 
( )
1 1( , ) ( , )cos
np x z p x z D    (6) 
and ( )1 1( , ) ( , )sinp x z p x z
W D ,  (7) 
where ( )1 ( , )
np x z  and ( )1 ( , )p x z
W  - normal and tangential components of the external pressure 1( , )p x z  acting on the 
body with the certain angle D  to the surface of this body. 
If s' Ko  (fig. 1, c), where K  is discrete quantity that is less than any certain small quantity ]  ( 0 K ]  ) then 
1 1
1 1
( , , )
lim ( , , )s
P x y h z x y h z
s' K
' V
'o
 
   (8) 
 
 
§ Waviness and surface roughness of the external surface is not considered. 
** The point of application of the force is geometric point on the surface or inside the body to which the force is applied conditionally. This 
force is a result of interaction of the two bodies on a certain surface (surface force) or elements of the body inside the body (body force). In this 
case the point of application of the surface force is always less than the point of the surface of the body and the point of application of the body 
force is less than the volume of the element of the body.  
†† Concentrated force – the force applied to the point of the surface of the body; the law of distribution on the surface of the body of the 
specific load which determines the magnitude of the concentrated force is not considered.  
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corresponds with vector quantity – the stress on the surface of the body produced by the force 1P  on the elemental 
area s'  located on the external surface of the body 1 in the region of the point i  of the surface. At the same time 
the position of elemental area s'  on the surface of the body uniquely defines the location of the normal to the s'  
passing through the point i  of the surface of the body 1. 
If s'  is small quantity then at 1b   can be defined 
1 1 1 1( , ) ( , )x y h p x y hV    .  (9) 
From (3), (5-8) 
1
1 1 1
0
( ) ( )
lP
S
P s ds p x dxV  ³ ³ .  (10) 
The stress on the surface of the body 1 with width which is equal to 1 1 1( ) ( )x q xV   can be expended into 
components (reference I on the fig. 1) acting along the normal to the surface ( )1 1 1( ) ( )cos ( )
n x x xV V D V   and 
parallel to the surface ( )1 1 1( ) ( )sin ( )x x x
WV V D W  . 
To analyze the conditions of friction on the contact surface of the bodies 1 and 2 (surface of friction) limited by 
the points A  and B  (with length 1 1Pl lt ) let us displace the force 1P  acting at the point K  on the «free» surface of 
the solid 1 in the direction of the line of action of this force in the point 1K  ( 11Kx h tgD , 1 0Ky  ) of the contact 
surface of the friction pair. Thus it is received the force 21 11( , 0)KP x x y P    (fig. 1, a) which is balanced by the 
force 12P  
12 21 1P P P{    .  (11) 
The force 12P  can be expended into components acting along the coordinate axes of the coordinate system XOY : 
12, 12 12
12, 12 12 12 12
cos ;
sin ,
y
x
P P N
P P N tg f N T
D
D D
  ­°
®
    °¯
(St) (St)
 
(12) 
where 12N  – the component of the force 12P  acting along the normal to the friction surface and pressing the bodies 
of the friction pair to each other; f (St)  – coefficient of static friction ( 0 f f d(St) ) [3,4]. 
If in the same way it is displaced the load 1( )q x
‡‡ then it is received the calculated load 21( )q x  (fig. 1, a) applied 
to the body 2 from the side of the body 1 on the contact area with length 112 1P Pl l l d , ( 1 1A Bx x ) which is displaced 
respectively to the 1( )q x  to the distance 1Kx . In this case for each i  point of the surface of the body 1 
( 1,  i ix x y h  ) and for each j  point of the contact surface ( 1 Į, 0j jx x h tg y   ) of this body 
(references I and II on the fig. 1, a) with i jx x dx' '   and 1 1 110,5 0,5A P P Bx l h tg x l h tg xD D  t t     it is 
received 21 1( ) ( )j iq x q x  and then 
 
 
‡‡ The stress as well as force acting on the surface of the body can be displaced in the direction of the line of action inside the rigid body only 
which is darker on the fig.1 and fig.2. Inside the deformable body (regardless of the value of elastic or plastic deformation) the components of the 
stress tensor can change the magnitude and the direction inside of this body but on the contact surface the components of the internal stress tensor 
balance the contact stress of the external forces acting on the deformable body [8]. 
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21 1 21 1 1 1 1 1( , 0) ( , 0) ( , ) ( , )x h tg y p x h tg y p x y h x y hV D D V         . (13) 
Then 
21 21 21 21, 0 ı ıq ( x y ) ( x ) ( x ) t ( x )   
(St) ,   
where 21ı ( )x  – normal contact stress acting on the part (
| |A B ) of the contact surface ( AB ); 21 21ıt ( x ) f ( x ) 
(St) (St)  –
 specific force of static friction with the line of action defined by the line of action of the external force 1P . 
Considering 12 21( ) ( )x xV V   and 21 12 12ıt ( x ) t ( x ) f ( x )   
(St) (St) (St)  with 0 D Td   the force of friction can be 
defined 
| |
( ) ( )
12 12 12 12
| |
ı
x x
A A
St
x x
B B
T t dx f ( x )dx f N   ³ ³St (St) (St) , (14) 
which is applied to the body 1 in the point ( 1K ) of the intersection of the line of action of the force 12P  with the 
contact surface AB . This force does not depend on the law of distribution 12 21( , 0) ( , 0)q x y q x y     if 12 1P Pl l  
( | |1 1A B A Bx x x x    on the fig. 1, a on the fig. 2, a). 
In the case (fig. 2, b ) when 
12 1P P
l l  ( | |1 1A B A Bx x x x   ) the external load 1( )q x  acts on the contact surface 
restricted by the curve |AB  and it also acts on the surface of the body 1 (curve 1A A ) creating the force 
|
11
| 1
( )
x
A
A A
x h tg
A
P q x dx
D
 ³ . The line of action of this force is passing beyond the contact surface. The moment of force 
1A A
P  with respect to the point A  is balanced by the force 
|
| |
21 21 12
||
( )
x
A
x
B
P x dx PV  ³  applied at the point |1K  (
|
1 1K K
x x! ) because of the distribution | |21 21 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x q x q x xV V z   on the curve 
|AB  of the contact surface AB  
with 
12 1P P
l l  (fig. 2, b). To perform the condition (1) the lines of action of external forces |12P  and 
|
1P  must pass 
along the same line through the points 1K  and 
|
1K  and the direction of the line of action of the force 
|
12P  must be 
changed because of the increasing of the force static friction at the point |1K  till it is equal to 
|( ) | ( )
12 12 12,max 12
St St |T N tgĮ T N tgș d   (if | |Į Į șd  ); the direction of the line of action of the force |1P  must be changed 
because of rotation of the line of action of the force 1P  at the point 1K  with rotation angle 
| |Į șT d   (fig. 2, b). 
| |( ) |12
12 12 12 1|cos
St NP N T P
D
     .  (15) 
In the case (fig. 2, c) when the force 
1
|
1 1
|
( )
xA
x
K
P q x dx ³  with |1 1( ) ( )q x q x!  the force of pressure 1A AP  acting on the 
surface 1A A  is amplified, the moment of the force 1A AP  with respect to the point A  is amplified. At the same time 
the displacement of the force | || |21 21 12
||
( )
xA
x
B
P x dx PV  ³  in the point ||1K  ( || 1 |
1 1
ș
K K
x h tg x t ) with || |21 21( ) ( )q x q x!  
acting on the curve of the contact surface ||AB  can’t be balanced by the moment of the force 
1A A
P . Consequently the 
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moment of the force ,1redM  (fig. 2, d) must be applied to the body 1. This moment of the force can be realized as a 
pair of forces ,1( ) ( )12 1
1
redMP P
h
W W   applied to the body 1 on the contact and «free» surfaces of this body. If the force 
( )
12P
W  is displaced in the point ||1K  (fig. 2, d) then the reduced resistant force 
|( ) ( )
12, 12 12
St
redT T P
W   is applied to the 
body 1 on the contact surface. This force rotates force ||12 12 12,redP N T   with rotation angle  
 
Fig. 2. The influence of the way of applying of external force on the «free» surface of the body of the fiction pair on the function of load 
distribution on the contact surface of the bodies of the friction pair (a): the external force is applied along the normal to the contact surface and 
the line of action of this force is placed symmetrically with respect to this surface; (b): the line of action of the inclined external force passes 
though the contact surface near the axis of symmetry of the contact surface; (c): the line of action of the inclined external force passes though the 
contact surface near the limits of the contact surface; (d): the way of the redistribution of the external forces with the line of action passing near 
the limits of the contact surface 
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| || ||T D T d . To provide the condition (1) the force 1P  must be rotated with rotation angle 
||D  because of the 
additional action of the force ( )1P
W  and must be displaced along the «free» surface 1 1A B  of the body 1 at the point 
||K  ( || |K Kx x! ) located in the new coordinate axis 
|OY  making the force ||1P  acting along the line 
|| ||
1K K  
|| |( ) ( ) ||12
1 12 12, 12 12 12 12||cos
ɉ
red
NP N T N T P PW
D
        . (16) 
Consequently for the same conditions of the external friction ( f const ) the point of application of the external 
force acting on the bodies with inclination angle and pressing the bodies of the friction pair to each other can 
influence on the force that resists the relative microdisplacement of these bodies because the low of the distribution 
of the specific load on the contact surface is changed. 
To confirm the theoretical provisions it was researched the distribution of the specific pressure on the contact 
surface of the bodies of the friction pair by the photoelasticity method (fig. 3). The schemes of the loading of the 
body 1 by the external forces during experiments are shown on the fig.: 3, a; 3, b; 3, c. On the bases of these 
schemes it was made the schemes for calculation fig.: 2, a; 2, b; 2, c. It was shown the pictures of distribution of the 
isochromatics on the fig.: 3, d ; 3, e; 3, g . This distribution shows the function of distribution of pressure inside the 
body 1 and on its «free» and contact surfaces in accordance with fig.: 3, a; 3, b; 3, c. The pictures of isochromatics 
shown on the fig.: 3, d ; 3, e; 3, g correspond with distribution of contact pressure described in the equations 
(11),(14-16). 
 
Fig. 3. The influence of the way of applying of the force 1P  on the contact stress distribution (a) and (d): along the normal to the surface 
AB ; (b) and (e), (c) and (g): with angle ( )arctg fD   with respect to AB  
Taking into account that the equations (14-16) and fig. 1, a, fig. 2, b, d when replacing ( )12
StT  by 12 12T N tgD , 
|( )
12
StT  by | |12 12T N tgT , 
||( )
12
StT  by || ||12 12T N tgT  and when replacing 1 0v   by 1v const  are the conditions of the 
motion of the body 1 with constant velocity let us consider (fig. 4) the influence of the external zone of the friction 
pair on conservation of power during sliding with constant velocity in the friction pair based on the conditions [6,7] 
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1 2P T
W W

 .  (17) 
where PW  – the power of the source of energy of the external driving force 1P  acting on the body 1 during 
displacement of this body with velocity 1v const ; 1 2TW   – the power of the force of friction 1 2T   which is supplied 
for resistance to motion of the body 1 with velocity 1v const  including the dissipation on the surface of friction 
during sliding of the body 1 on the motionless body 2 with velocity of sliding 1 2 1slv v v v   . 
 
 
Fig. 4. The sliding of the body 1 with constant velocity provided by the driving force: a - ||1P P ; b - 
|
1P P ; c - 
||
1P P  
From the equation (17) for the condition shown on the fig. 4, a which corresponds with the distribution of the 
contact stress in accordance with fig. 1, a it is received 
1 1 1 1 12 12 12 1(90 - ) sin ɫɤ slPv cos Pv T v tg N v fN vD D T    
D . (18) 
Hence the power supplied by the force 1P  is dissipated on the friction surface ( ) 121 2 1 2
D
T T slW W fN v   .  
From the equation (17) for the condition of the application of the force |1P  to the body 1 shown on the fig. 4, b 
which corresponds with the distribution of the contact stress in accordance with fig. 2, b it is received 
| | | | |
1 1 1 1 12 1 1 1 1 1(90 - ) sin sin .
| | | | |P v cos ș P v ș T v tgș P cosș v P v ș    D  (19) 
Hence the power supplied by the source of energy of the force |1P  is dissipated on the friction surface 
( )
121 2 1 2
D
T T slW W N tg vT    and this power is dissipated because of the rotation of the force 
|
1P  at the point ( K ) with 
rotation angle | |'T T T  . 
From the equation (17) for the condition of the application of the force ||1P  to the body 1 shown on the fig. 4, c 
which corresponds with the distribution of the contact stress in accordance with fig. 2, d it is received 
|| || || || | ( ) | ||
1 1 1 1 12, 1 12 12 1 1 1 1 1(90 - ) sinĮ ( ) sin .
|| || ||
redP v cos P v T v T P v tgș P cosș v P v ș
WD       D  (20) 
Hence the power supplied by the source of energy of the force ||1P  is dissipated on the friction surface 
( )
121 2 1 2
D
T T slW W N tg vT    and this power is dissipated because of the rotation of the force 
||
1P  at the point (
|K ) with 
rotation angle || ||'T T T  ; and this power is the source for the power ( ) ( )12 11 2,
Ɇ
T red
W P vW

  connected with the 
resistance force ( )12P
W  [6] acting on the body 1 in plane of friction from the side of external zone of friction pair. 
From the equations (18-20) in the general case it is received 
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||
redtgș f f fW |  ,  (21) 
where redf ft  – the reduced coefficient of sliding friction calculated on the bases of the influence of the way of 
application of the inclined external force pressing the bodies of the friction pair to each other during sliding; 
( )
12
12
0
Pf
N
W
W  t  - the component of the reduced coefficient of sliding friction calculated on the bases of the influence 
of the external zone of the friction pair on the resistance to relative sliding of the bodies of the friction pair. 
Conclusions 
1. The law of distribution of the specific load on the contact area of the two bodies of the friction pair uniquely 
determines the magnitudes, the directions and points of application of the external forces acting on the bodies of the 
friction pair in the conditions of static equilibrium and in the conditions of the sliding with the constant velocity. At 
the same time if the external forces are known (the magnitudes, the directions of the lines of action and points of 
application) then these forces can’t uniquely define the law of distribution of the specific load on the contact area of 
the friction pair. It is necessary additional solving of the system of equations. Each equation defines the specific 
conditions of the distribution of the specific load on the contact surface. These conditions provide the static 
(kinetostatic) equilibrium of the bodies of the friction pair. 
2. The resultant force of static friction or sliding with a constant velocity does not depend on the function of the 
distribution of the specific friction forces when line of action of the inclined force pressing the solids of the friction 
pair to each other passes through the middle of the contact surface of the solids. If the line of action of the external 
force pressing the solids passes near the limits of the contact surface then the force resisting the relative 
microdisplacement (or relative sliding) of the bodies of the friction pair increases because of the influence of the 
external zone of the friction pair. This leads to the amplification of the inclination angle of the line of action of the 
external force that provides microdisplacement or relative sliding of the bodies of the friction pair. 
3. The influence of the external zone of the friction pair on the power parameters of the process of friction of the 
solids with flat horizontal contact surface can be calculated using reduced coefficient of friction which is similar to 
the coefficient of the sliding friction but it takes into account the additional amplification of the force. This force is 
the resistance to the relative microdisplacement or sliding. In this case the dissipation of the mechanical energy 
during wear of the contact surface of the friction pair is defined by the coefficient of sliding friction only. 
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